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Volcanic forcing of high-latitude Northern Hemisphere
eruptions
Herman F. Fuglestvedt 1✉, Zhihong Zhuo 1, Matthew Toohey2 and Kirstin Krüger 1✉

High-latitude explosive volcanic eruptions can cause substantial hemispheric cooling. Here, we use a whole-atmosphere chemistry-
climate model to simulate Northern Hemisphere (NH) high-latitude volcanic eruptions of magnitude similar to the 1991 Mt.
Pinatubo eruption. Our simulations reveal that the initial stability of the polar vortex strongly influences sulphur dioxide lifetime and
aerosol growth by controlling the dispersion of injected gases after such eruptions in winter. Consequently, atmospheric variability
introduces a spread in the cumulative aerosol radiative forcing of more than 20%. We test the aerosol evolution’s sensitivity to co-
injection of sulphur and halogens, injection season, and altitude, and show how aerosol processes impact radiative forcing. Several
of these sensitivities are of similar magnitude to the variability stemming from initial conditions, highlighting the significant
influence of atmospheric variability. We compare the modelled volcanic sulphate deposition over the Greenland ice sheet with the
relationship assumed in reconstructions of past NH eruptions. Our analysis yields an estimate of the Greenland transfer function for
NH extratropical eruptions that, when applied to ice core data, produces volcanic stratospheric sulphur injections from NH
extratropical eruptions 23% smaller than in currently used volcanic forcing reconstructions. Furthermore, the transfer function’s
uncertainty, which propagates into the estimate of sulphur release, needs to be at least doubled to account for atmospheric
variability and unknown eruption parameters. Our results offer insights into the processes shaping the climatic impacts of NH high-
latitude eruptions and highlight the need for more accurate representation of these events in volcanic forcing reconstructions.
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INTRODUCTION
Explosive volcanic eruptions are a major driver of natural climate
variability1,2. Strong explosive eruptions can directly inject large
amounts of SO2 into the stratosphere, where it undergoes
oxidation to form sulphuric acid and subsequently forms sulphate
aerosols. These aerosols scatter and absorb incoming solar
radiation and absorb and emit thermal longwave radiation. The
magnitude of this radiative perturbation depends on the mass,
lifetime, and microphysical properties of the volcanic aerosols.
Understanding the processes controlling these factors is crucial for
accurately reconstructing the climate variability of the past3,4 and
predicting the impacts of future eruptions5,6.
To date, most studies of explosive volcanic eruptions have

focused on tropical eruptions, while high-latitude eruptions have
received comparatively less attention. One plausible reason for the
emphasis on tropical eruptions could be that the largest volcanic
event observed with satellite imagery and modern in situ
instruments was the tropical eruption of Mt. Pinatubo in 1991.
This event stimulated studies aiming to understand its atmo-
spheric impacts and validate aerosol-climate model simulations of
tropical eruptions. It has also been commonly believed that high-
latitude eruptions are less climate-relevant compared to tropical
eruptions (e.g., refs. 7–9) but recent work has questioned this
notion10,11, instead suggesting that high-latitude stratospheric
sulphur injections lead to stronger hemispheric cooling than
tropical injections, given the same sulphur mass. While there exists
a handful of modelling studies of high-latitude eruptions, these
have either focused on the climatic impacts of specific historical
eruptions such as Laki 1783−1784 and Katmai 191212–16, or used
models that prescribe the volcanic aerosols and/or relevant
atmospheric chemistry7,10,13–15,17–19. Interactive aerosol and

chemistry simulation, especially interactive simulation of atmo-
spheric hydroxyl (OH), has been indicated to be important for the
accurate representation of volcanic aerosol formation20–22. Addi-
tionally, many past studies have employed models lacking a fully
resolved stratospheric circulation or an internally generated quasi-
biennial oscillation, thus neglecting intricacies of the atmospheric
response23. The dispersion of volcanic material injected into the
stratosphere has also been found to be highly sensitive to
meteorological conditions24. In the NH high latitudes, where the
stratospheric polar vortex exhibits strong seasonal and interannual
variability25, this effect can be particularly significant. Yet, the
impact of atmospheric variability on the evolution of volcanic
aerosols following high-latitude eruptions suffers from a lack of
systematic investigation utilising the potential of atmospheric
models with prognostic aerosols, comprehensive chemistry
throughout the atmosphere, and resolved middle atmosphere
transport.
The climatic impacts of a volcanic eruption depend on factors

such as the erupted mass, injection height, eruption season, and
plume composition, collectively referred to as eruption source
parameters. A long-standing question is the potential effects of
gases and material besides SO2 in the volcanic plume, in particular
halogen gases, which are contained in magmas at both high and
low latitudes26–30. Petrologic analyses show that past eruptions
have emitted chlorine (Cl) and bromine (Br) in amounts with
potential for substantial ozone destruction31–33. Scavenging
processes within volcanic plumes make it uncertain how much
of the halogens reach the stratosphere34–36. However, plume
modelling suggests an injection efficiency over 25% for Plinian
eruptions37, and in-situ measurements of the high-latitude
eruption of Hekla in 2000 showed little evidence of halogen
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scavenging at all38,39. In chemistry-climate model studies of
tropical eruptions, it has been found that stratospheric injection of
volcanic halogens significantly alters the evolution of co-injected
sulphur, the stratospheric composition, and the strength and
duration of the volcanic forcing40–42. However, the impacts of
stratospheric co-injection of sulphur and halogens from high-
latitude eruptions have so far not been considered with
comprehensive chemistry-climate models.
Ice core-derived reconstructions of the volcanic forcing of high-

latitude eruptions carry large uncertainties3,4. Much of this
uncertainty stems from the so-called “transfer function" used to
infer the volcanic stratospheric sulphur injection (VSSI) from ice
core sulphate records. Sulphate deposition measured in Green-
land in units of mass per unit area need to be multiplied by some
area to calculate the total mass that was in the stratosphere. If the
Greenland deposition was equal to the global average, then this
transfer function would be simply the area of Earth, but this must
be modified to account for unequal settling of sulphate from the
stratosphere to the troposphere, atmospheric circulation, and
varying precipitation processes. The eVolv2k3 and HolVol v.1.04

volcanic forcing time series are used as boundary conditions in
transient simulations within the Paleoclimate Modelling Inter-
comparison Project phase 4 (PMIP443) and Holocene simulations44.
Both time series rely on a transfer function for NH extratropical
eruptions estimated by Gao et al.45 which was derived from model
simulations with the aerosol-climate model GISS ModelE14. The
wide range of possible eruption styles, especially at Iceland46 with
its close proximity to the Greenland ice sheet, warrants reevaluat-
ing the applicability of a single transfer function for the entire
record of NH extratropical eruptions. Additionally, unknown
eruption source parameters and initial atmospheric conditions
for historical eruptions should be reflected in the uncertainty of
the transfer function in order to achieve accurate reconstructions
of past climate variability.
To comprehensively investigate high-latitude eruptions, it is

necessary to consider the potential influence of the strong
variability of the high-latitude stratosphere as well as eruption
source parameters such as the co-injection of sulphur and
halogens on the volcanic aerosol evolution. In this study, we use
the chemistry-climate model Community Earth System Model
(CESM 2.1.3) with a fully resolved troposphere, stratosphere, and
mesosphere, prognostic aerosols, and full-atmosphere chemistry
to simulate high-latitude explosive eruptions. We investigate the
sensitivities to the winter variability of the NH stratosphere as well
as a set of eruption source parameters consisting of plume
composition, eruption season, and plume height, and evaluate the
impacts on sulphate aerosol evolution and radiative forcing.
Finally, in light of our modelled Greenland sulphate deposition, we
revisit the assumptions underlying the recommended volcanic
forcing reconstructions for PMIP4 and the Holocene.

RESULTS
Sensitivity to the initial polar vortex state
To evaluate the effects of atmospheric variability on volcanic
aerosol evolution, we compare the formation and lifetime of
aerosols, their mean size, and radiative forcing across ensemble
members of a baseline NH high-latitude eruption scenario with
different initial states of the NH polar vortex (Table 1, Methods).
For such eruptions occurring in winter, the strength and location
of the polar vortex influence the dispersion of the injected SO2.
Figure 1 shows the evolution of aerosols following the volcanic

injection in each ensemble member. The injected SO2 undergoes
gradual oxidation with OH, transforming into H2SO4 over the
course of the first 5−6 months, as indicated by the decline in SO2

burden shown in Fig. 1a. The ensemble members (labelled 1−6)
are ordered based on the e-folding time of the SO2 burden. This

e-folding time ranges from 2.3 to 3.9 months, with a difference of
1.6 months between ensemble members 1 and 6.
The difference in SO2 lifetime is reflected in the initiation of

sulphate aerosol (SO4) formation, as illustrated in Fig. 1b. Across
the ensemble members, the timing of maximum SO4 burden
correlates with the initiation of aerosol formation.
The global mean SO4-mass-weighted mean effective radius

(Reff) responds to new sulphate aerosol formation and condensa-
tion of sulphate onto existing aerosols. In each ensemble member,
the onset of aerosol growth coincides with the onset of aerosol
formation (Fig. 1c). The growth rate also depends on the initial
condition. The ensemble members with a long SO2 lifetime, or
equally a delay in aerosol formation, display a higher aerosol
growth rate and reach the highest maximum Reff. Therefore,
member 6 exhibits the largest maximum Reff (0.34 μm) and
members 1 and 2 the smallest (0.31 μm). This range (0.03 μm) is
about ten times larger than the 2σ-variability in the unperturbed
control run, depending on the season.
The variation in aerosol growth across the ensemble members

affects the radiative forcing. The global mean stratospheric optical
depth (SAOD) at 550 nm wavelength primarily scales with the SO4

burden, but it is also influenced by the scattering efficiency of the
aerosols. According to Mie scattering theory, volcanic SO4 exhibits
the highest scattering efficiency for aerosols with Reff close to
0.25 μm47. The SAOD therefore attains a larger maximum value
(Fig. 1d, left axis) in the ensemble members where Reff is closer to
0.25 μm during the peak SO4 burden. Ensemble member 1 thus
attains a maximum SAOD 12% larger than that in member 6. As a
result of the higher maximum SAOD, and the reduced gravita-
tional settling experienced by smaller aerosols, the ensemble
members with lower maximum Reff also generally display the
largest cumulative SAOD (Fig. 1d, right axis).
In summary, the polar vortex initial condition can considerably

change the SO2 lifetime, which, in turn, influences the evolution of
aerosol burden and sizes, as well as the resulting radiative forcing,
including both the peak and cumulative SAOD. Hence, we now
turn to investigate the underlying mechanisms and determine
which specific property of the initial polar vortex state controls the
subsequent aerosol evolution.

Table 1. Summary of the polar vortex initial states and eruption
source parameters for the model experiments.

Model
experiment

Initial polar
vortex statea

SO2

[Tg]
HCl
[Tg]

HBr
[Gg]

Altitude
[km]

Month

Baseline experiment ensemble

1

2

H-24km 3 17 2.93 9.5 24 January

4

5

6

Sensitivity experiments

S-24km 3 17 – – 24 January

H-24km-jul – 17 2.93 9.5 24 July

S-24km-jul – 17 – – 24 July

H-16km 3 17 2.93 9.5 16 January

S-16km 3 17 – – 16 January

H-16km-jul – 17 2.93 9.5 16 July

S-16km-jul – 17 – – 16 July

aPolar vortex states 1−6, here ordered by the resulting e-folding time of
the injected SO2, are shown in Fig. 2c and Supplementary Figs. 6 and 7. Not
applicable to July experiments.
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The initial and rate-limiting stage of stratospheric sulphate
aerosol formation is the reaction of SO2 with OH, in the oxidation
chain:

SO2 þ OHþM ! HSO3 þM

HSO3 þ O2 ! HO2 þ SO3

SO3 þ H2O ! H2SO4

(1)

which ends with H2SO4 condensing with stratospheric water
vapour to form sulphate aerosols20. The main source of strato-
spheric OH is the photolysis of O3 by solar ultraviolet radiation.
Advection of OH is inhibited by its extremely short lifetime. As a
result, stratospheric OH concentrations are very low during the
Arctic polar night, exhibiting weak interannual variability and a
strong gradient towards lower latitudes (Supplementary Fig. 1).
The state of the polar vortex, which is closely associated with

atmospheric wave activity, can control the exposure to OH
through modulating the equatorward transport of the injected
SO2, and hence the rate of Reaction (1). Figure 2a shows the
varying extent of dispersion of injected SO2 during the initial
month in each ensemble member. Depending on the polar vortex
initial condition, the SO2 can either be strongly dispersed to lower
latitudes (member 1), exclusively confined to the high latitudes
(member 6), or exhibit an intermediate pattern. This distribution is
more clearly seen in the corresponding zonal mean meridional
profiles of SO2 (Fig. 2b, top axis), which are to varying degrees
skewed towards the lower latitudes depending on the transport.
As apparent from the climatological OH at the injection level (Fig.
2b, bottom axis), the ensemble members with a polar vortex initial
condition favourable for equatorward SO2 transport expose the
SO2 to higher OH concentrations. As a result, these members
display expedited SO2 oxidation, as indicated by the non-linear
correlation between the SO2 latitude-centre of mass and the SO2

e-folding time (Fig. 2b, inset axis).
To investigate the factors contributing to the varied equator-

ward transport, it is necessary to go beyond evaluating the initial

polar vortex’s strength or location alone. Figure 2c provides a
closer examination of the initial states by showing the distribution
of polar vortex wind (represented by the zonal mean zonal wind at
10 hPa, 60°N) and polar vortex temperature (represented by the
minimum zonal mean temperature between 60 and 90°N at
10 hPa) in the control run, and highlights the different initial states
used in the six ensemble members. We here define the “initial
state" as the period from January 1 to January 20 of the year used
to initialise each ensemble member. During this time window, the
polar vortex transports the volcanic injection while itself remain-
ing unaffected by it due to system inertia, that is, the polar vortex
evolution is virtually identical to that in the unperturbed control
run.
Inspecting the mean zonal wind and temperature of the 20-day

clusters (Fig. 2c), no discernible relationship is apparent between
these variables and the degree of SO2 dispersion depicted in
Fig. 2a, b. However, the combined variability of both quantities
within each cluster plays a significant role. The variability within
cluster n, denoted as σU,T(n), can be quantified as the added
standard deviations of wind, σU(n), and temperature, σT(n),
normalised by the standard deviations of the December-
January-February (DJF) background distribution, σU(DJF) and
σT(DJF):

σU;T ðnÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

σUðnÞ
σUðDJFÞ

� �2

þ σT ðnÞ
σT ðDJFÞ

� �2
s

; (2)

where U represents the zonal mean zonal wind at 60°N, 10 hPa
and T the minimum 60−90°N zonal mean temperature at 10 hPa.
The legend of Fig. 2c displays the corresponding values of σU,T for
each initial condition, quantifying the variability indicated by the
error bars. These values exhibit a positive correlation with the
meridional transport of SO2 transport depicted in Fig. 2a, b and,
consequently, a negative correlation with the SO2 e-folding time.
The variability within each cluster serves as an indicator of the

instability of the polar vortex, representing the extent of changes

Fig. 1 Time evolution of volcanic aerosols in the baseline experiment ensemble. a Global SO2 burden anomaly and its e-folding time. The
ensemble members (labelled 1−6) are ordered based on the SO2 e-folding time. b Global SO4 burden anomaly. The grey dashed lines in (a, b)
indicate the injected sulphur mass divided by e. c Global mean SO4-mass-weighted mean effective radius (Reff). The grey dashed line indicates
the peak scattering efficiency for volcanic SO4 as a function of Reff47. d Global mean SAOD at 550 nm anomaly (left axis, solid lines) and
cumulative global mean SAOD at 550 nm anomaly (right axis, dashed lines). Note the different time axes.
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of the vortex characteristics during the initial 20 days after
injection. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the effect of this instability on the
dispersion of the SO2 injection impacts not only the oxidation of
the SO2 but also the evolution of aerosol burden and size, and
consequently the radiative forcing. The reduction of aerosol size
can, like that of SO2 lifetime, be attributed to increased dispersion
in the ensemble members with high σU,T values. A more confined
and concentrated aerosol cloud, as in the ensemble members with
a more stable polar vortex, exhibits higher aerosol growth rates,
such as in member 6, while more diluted aerosols undergo less
growth.
In conclusion, our ensemble of simulations with different initial

polar vortex conditions demonstrates that the level of OH
exposure experienced by the injected SO2, which is modulated
by the initial polar vortex state, considerably affects the radiative
forcing resulting from a high-latitude stratospheric volcanic
injection in winter. By strengthening the dispersion of the injected
SO2, an unstable initial polar vortex reduces the SO2 lifetime,
accelerating the peak in volcanic forcing, and limits the growth of
aerosols, amplifying the forcing’s magnitude.

Sensitivity to eruption source parameters
To evaluate the sensitivity of volcanic aerosol evolution to
eruption source parameters, we analyse the aerosol properties
discussed above in a set of sensitivity experiments with varied
plume composition, injection height, and injection season
(Table 1, Methods). The sensitivity experiments are labelled as in
Table 1 and the ensemble mean of the baseline scenario will
henceforth be referred to as H-24km, unless stated otherwise.

In H-24km, the SO2 e-folding time is 3 months (Fig. 3a). In all
sensitivity experiments, the SO2 e-folding time is reduced relative
to this, with the shortest e-folding time of approximately
1.3 months in H-16km-jul and S-16km-jul. Like for varying polar
vortex initial conditions, the availability of OH is the primary control
on the SO2 lifetime. Changing the injection season and height
implicitly changes OH availability due to pronounced seasonal and
vertical variations in stratospheric OH concentrations at high
latitudes (Supplementary Fig. 1). Consequently, July injections,
exposed to higher concentrations of OH, generally exhibit shorter
SO2 lifetimes compared to corresponding January injections.
The co-injection of sulphur and halogens does not result in a

significantly slower SO2 oxidation compared to the injection of
sulphur alone (Fig. 3a). The SO2 e-folding time in S-24km is within
the 2σ-variability of the H-24km ensemble. Similarly, when
comparing H-16km and H-16km-jul to their respective sulphur-
only counterparts, S-16km and S-16km-jul, there is no noticeable
variation in the SO2 e-folding time. This contrasts with previous
modelling studies conducted for eruptions at lower latitudes,
which suggested that the presence of halogens in conjunction
with sulphur can potentially extend the SO2 lifetime due to OH
depletion through oxidation of the halides41,42,48. A sensitivity to
co-injecting halogens appears between H-24km-jul and S-24km-
jul, with a more than 1 month longer SO2 e-folding time in H-
24km-jul. However, rather than a local OH depletion slowing SO2

oxidation in H-24km-jul, this difference can be attributed to a
dynamical response. In S-24km-jul, the SO2 rapidly ascends to the
middle stratosphere due to local heating from longwave and near-
infra-red absorption by newly formed SO4 aerosols (e.g., ref. 49) or

Fig. 2 The impact of initial polar vortex stability on the meridional distribution and lifetime of SO2. a January mean column SO2 in the six
ensemble members of the baseline experiment. Triangles indicate the injection location. b Meridional distribution of January mean zonal
mean column SO2 for the ensemble members (top axis) and the model’s January mean zonal mean OH climatology at 24 km (bottom axis).
The shading indicates two standard deviations of the climatology. The inset axis displays the relationship between the latitude-centre of mass
of January mean zonal mean column SO2 and the SO2 e-folding time (also shown in Fig. 1a). c Distribution of DJF daily mean zonal mean zonal
wind at 60°N, 10 hPa and minimum 60−90°N zonal mean temperature at 10 hPa in the control run (black circles/histograms) with the initial
polar vortex state (January 1−20) for each ensemble member highlighted (coloured circles/triangles). Error bars represent one standard
deviation for each 20-day cluster centred on the means. The two-dimensional spread of each 20-day cluster is expressed by σU,T (legend), the
sum of the standard deviations of wind and temperature normalised by the DJF standard deviations (Equation (2)).
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shortwave absorption by locally enhanced ozone concentrations
(Supplementary Fig. 2). This self-lofting effect accelerates SO4

formation due to the strong vertical OH gradient in the high-
latitude summer stratosphere (Supplementary Fig. 1), resulting in
a considerably shorter SO2 e-folding time. In contrast, self-lofting is
prevented in H-24km-jul by the simultaneous stratospheric
cooling due to ozone destruction by the volcanic halogens
(Supplementary Fig. 2), causing the SO2 to remain approximately
at the injection altitude until it is converted into SO4.
The global burden of SO4 reaches its peak between 3 and

8 months after SO2 injection, depending on the eruption source
parameters (Fig. 3b). In H-24km, the total sulphur (S, SO2+ SO4)
has an e-folding time of 13.8 months, ranging from 12.9 to
14.5 months within the two standard deviations interval. This
range is comparable to the sensitivity of the S e-folding time to
the injection season and composition, with a range spanning
12.7 months in H-24km-jul to 15.3 months in S-24km. The SO4

lifetime is most strongly reduced in the 16 km injections due to
the proximity to the tropopause where removal processes work on
the order of days to weeks. Consequently, H-16km, S-16km, H-
16km-jul, and S-16km-jul exhibit S e-folding times 38% to 62%
shorter than their respective 24 km counterparts, H-24km, S-24km,
H-24km-jul, and S-24km-jul.
Sulphur-only injections invariably result in longer S e-folding

times compared to sulphur-and-halogen co-injections, for
unchanged injection season and altitude. This difference is
attributed to self-lofting extending the SO4 lifetime, which in the
case of sulphur and halogen co-injections is offset by cooling
caused by ozone loss (Supplementary Fig. 2). As a result, the S
e-folding time in S-24km is 11% longer compared to H-24km. This
effect is also evident in the other sensitivity experiments, where S
e-folding times range from 4% to 23% longer in the sulphur-only
injections compared to the sulphur-and-halogen co-injections.
After the initial nucleation of SO4 aerosols, Reff increases as the

aerosols grow through condensation and coagulation, as shown in

Fig. 3c. In H-24km, Reff thus increases during the first year after
injection, attaining a maximum value of 0.32 μm after 9 months.
Reff thereafter decreases monotonically until it returns to the
background mean effective radius of ~0.15 μm.
Co-injection of sulphur and halogens decreases Reff compared

to sulphur-only injections. This reduction is a consequence of the
shorter SO4 lifetime in the co-injections. Consequently, the
difference in Reff between S-24km and H-24km is significant only
in the second and third years after injection, when the higher SO4

burden in S-24km has allowed for more aerosol growth by
coagulation. The effect is particularly pronounced between S-
24km-jul and H-24km-jul, where the maximum Reff values are
0.33 μm and 0.29 μm, respectively, since the aforementioned
accelerated aerosol formation in S-24km-jul further adds to the
prolonged atmospheric residence time of the SO4. This depen-
dence of Reff on the atmospheric residence time of the SO4 is also
evident in the other sensitivity experiments, where the maximum
global mean Reff is on average 4% lower in the injections with
sulphur and halogen co-injection compared to the sulphur-only
injections. For the same reason, the injections at 16 km exhibit an
average of ~21% lower maximum global mean Reff compared to
the injections at 24 km, with Reff values ranging from 0.23 μm in
H-16km to 0.26 μm in S-16km-jul.
The global mean SAOD generally follows the evolution of SO4

burden in each of the sensitivity experiments (Fig. 3d, left axis).
However, deviations arise due to differences in Reff, which can
amplify or reduce the SAOD depending on its value relative to the
radius of maximum scattering efficiency. Furthermore, since the
SO4 lifetime, compared to the maximum SO4 burden, is more
sensitive to varying eruption source parameters, the differences in
cumulative global mean SAOD (Fig. 3d, right axis) are more
pronounced than the differences in the maximum values.
The maximum global mean SAOD is largely insensitive to the

composition of the injection (Fig. 3d, left axis), since co-injection of
sulphur and halogens, compared to sulphur-only injection,

Fig. 3 Time evolution of volcanic aerosol in the baseline experiment mean (H-24km) and sensitivity experiments. The shading indicates
two standard deviations of the H-24km ensemble. a Global SO2 burden anomaly. b Global SO4 burden anomaly and the e-folding times of
total sulphur (S, SO2+ SO4). The grey dashed lines in (a, b) indicate the injected sulphur mass divided by e. c Global mean SO4-mass-weighted
mean effective radius (Reff). The grey dashed line indicates the peak scattering efficiency for volcanic SO4 as a function of Reff47. d Global mean
SAOD550nm anomaly (left axis). The markers indicate the cumulative global mean SAOD550nm anomaly after 5 years, and the error bars
represent two standard deviations of the H-24km ensemble (right axis). Note the different time axes.
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primarily acts to reduce the SO4 lifetime and reduce Reff after the
time of the maximum SO4 burden. However, in all instances, the
sulphur-only experiments exhibit a stronger cumulative forcing
because of the prolonged SO4 lifetime (Fig. 3d, right axis). On
average, the sulphur-only experiments result in a cumulative
SAOD 27% higher than their counterparts with sulphur and
halogen co-injection, slightly higher than the 21% 2σ-variability of
the H-24km ensemble (error bars).
Injection altitude has the strongest effect on maximum global

mean SAOD. The values range from 0.14 in H-16km and S-16km to
0.19 in H-16km-jul and S-16km-jul, compared to 0.20 in S-24km-jul
to 0.21 ± 0.02 in H-24km. For the 24 km injections, where the
global mean Reff exceeds 0.25 μm during the peak SO4 burden, co-
injecting halogens brings Reff closer to the peak scattering
efficiency (Fig. 3c). This partially offsets the decrease in global
mean SAOD caused by shorter SO4 lifetimes. For the 16 km
injections, however, where the global mean Reff is below 0.25 μm
during the peak SO4 burden, the reduction in Reff resulting from
halogen co-injection further contributes to a decrease in SAOD.
In summary, the sensitivity to eruption source parameters for a

high-latitude volcanic stratospheric injection is for several aspects
of the aerosol evolution comparable in scale to the variance
arising from atmospheric variability. The SO2 lifetime varies by up
to 1.7 months for the tested eruption source parameters, which is
similar in magnitude to the range within the baseline experiment
ensemble (1.6 months). The composition of the volcanic injection
has a considerable impact on aerosol evolution, qualitatively
independent of varying other eruption source parameters:
Compared to sulphur and halogen co-injection, sulphur-only
injection results in longer aerosol lifetimes, leading to larger
cumulative SAOD. It also results in increased aerosol size.
However, this effect is primarily due to the extended aerosol
lifetime, and does not typically coincide with the peak aerosol
burden. Among the tested combinations of eruption source
parameters, injection altitude has the strongest impact on the
peak and cumulative SAOD. Despite higher aerosol scattering
efficiencies in these experiments, the reduced lifetime due to the
proximity to the tropopause leads to considerably smaller
cumulative SAOD.

Modelled sulphate deposition and implications for volcanic
forcing reconstructions
Surface deposition is the ultimate fate of volcanic aerosols. We
here examine the timing, magnitude, and spatial distribution of
sulphate deposition over the Greenland ice sheet (GrIS) in our
simulations. Additionally, we revisit the assumptions regarding
sulphate deposition from extratropical eruptions that existing
reconstructions of past volcanic forcing are based on.
The eVolv2k3 and HolVol v.1.04 time series of stratospheric

sulphur injections serve as the foundation for volcanic forcing in
transient paleoclimate simulations conducted as part of the PMIP4
framework43 and Holocene simulations44. For extratropical NH
eruptions (>25°N), the eVolv2k dataset utilises cumulative
sulphate deposition rates inferred from three Greenland ice cores,
NEEM, NGRIP, and GISP2, to reconstruct stratospheric sulphur
injections. HolVol v.1.0 uses a similar approach for extratropical
eruptions but is based solely on GISP2, which provides a
Holocene-long record.
The eVolv2k and HolVol v.1.0 datasets employ the Greenland

transfer function for NH extratropical eruptions45 (LG) to infer the
VSSI of these eruptions (MS) from the mean Greenland SO4 flux (fG)
obtained from the deposition at the ice core sites listed above.
This simple relationship is expressed as

3MS ¼ LGfG; (3)

where the factor 3 is the ratio between the molecular mass of SO4

and the atomic mass of S.

Since a large NH extratropical eruption with both a well-
observed stratospheric sulphur injection and recorded ice core
sulphate deposition is unavailable, LG is currently based on
aerosol-climate model simulations of two high-latitude eruptions
performed by Oman et al.14,45. As emphasised by the authors of
the study, GISS ModelE may not accurately represent all the
relevant processes associated with volcanic sulphate deposition.
Consequently, the value of LG is poorly constrained and is
considered a primary source of uncertainty in the reconstruc-
tions3,4. The simulations we present in the current study can
potentially improve the estimation of LG, as CESM2-WACCM6
offers a more accurate stratospheric circulation and stratosphere-
troposphere-exchange, as well as improved and more finely
resolved dry and wet deposition processes and orographic effects
over the Greenland ice sheet50,51.
Our simulations can provide insights about and estimates of the

uncertainties associated with LG which originate from both
atmospheric variability and unknown eruption source parameters.
Our estimates build upon previous assessments of uncertain-
ties52,53, aiming to offer additional insight as well as improve our
understanding of intermodel disagreements.
Figure 4 a displays the averaged SO4 deposition over the GrIS

across all model experiments listed in Table 1. Individual
experiments exhibit the same general features of the spatial
distribution, with the strongest SO4 deposition along the southern
slopes (Supplementary Fig. 3). Being dominated by wet deposi-
tion, the SO4 deposition aligns with the spatial pattern of annual
precipitation, which is well-represented in the interior of the ice
sheet51. Because GrIS precipitation is predominantly determined
by orography and the location of the Atlantic storm track, the
magnitude of SO4 deposition over the ice sheet is strongly non-
uniform. Still, the modelled SO4 deposition at the three coring
sites aligns in terms of magnitude, consistent with the NGRIP,
NEEM, and GISP2 ice-core SO4 records (Supplementary Fig. 4 in
Toohey & Sigl3).
However, the uneven distribution of GrIS sulphate deposition

implies that consistency is needed between the methods used to
estimate fG and LG. This consistency is currently lacking in eVolv2k
and HolVol v.1.0. In Gao et al.45, LG was derived from Eq. (3) using
the area-weighted average in the domain spanning 66-82°N
latitude and 50-35°W longitude (outlined in Fig. 4a) to calculate
the modelled “Greenland ice sheet average deposition", fG. On the
other hand, eVolv2k and HolVol v.1.0 average the SO4 deposition
across ice cores. As a result, when Eq. (3) is applied in the
reconstructions, these different averaging methods may lead to an
incorrect assumption that the areas capture the same magnitude
of SO4 deposition.
In Fig. 4b, the transfer functions derived from the modelled SO4

deposition in each of our experiments are presented. The transfer
functions based on three different methods for calculating fG are
displayed: using the average over the three ice core sites (circles),
the domain used by Gao et al.45 (squares), and all model grid
points over the GrIS (triangles). The choice of method significantly
affects the value of the resulting transfer functions, with an
average range of 0.15 × 109 km2 across the model experiments
and a maximum range of 0.30 × 109 km2 for H-16 km-jul. As a
reference of scale, the random error (1σ) attached to the Gao
et al.45 estimate of LG in eVolv2k and HolVol v.1.0 was estimated to
0.09 × 109 km2 (illustrated by shading in Fig. 4b). This uncertainty
was derived from simulated atmospheric variability in a separate
model study of tropical eruptions using the aerosol-climate model
MAECHAM5-HAM52.
Variations in the magnitude and spatial pattern of SO4

deposition over the ice sheet between our model experiments
result in a range of values for LG. When using the average SO4

deposition values at the three ice core sites, the mean transfer
function of all experiments is 0.44 × 109 km2, as indicated by the
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dashed line in Fig. 4b. This value is 23% smaller than the LG used in
eVolv2k and HolVol v.1.0.
We also estimate an uncertainty of LG when averaging over ice

core sites which amounts to 0.14 × 109 km2 at the 1σ level. In
relative terms, this uncertainty (32%), which accounts for both
unknown eruption source parameters and atmospheric variability
combined, is twice the magnitude of that currently estimated in
eVolv2k and HolVol v.1.0, which only accounts for atmospheric
variability. Furthermore, by considering the variance of the
baseline experiment ensemble (H-24km) as an estimate of the
uncertainty due to atmospheric variability alone, we quantify this
at the 1σ level to 12%. This estimate is slightly lower than the
previous estimate by Toohey et al.52.
In addition to affecting the magnitude of GrIS SO4 deposition,

variations in eruption source parameters also alter the timing of
deposition. When considering the average SO4 deposition over
the GrIS (Fig. 4c), the differences between the sensitivity
experiments are notably larger compared to the variability within
the baseline experiment ensemble. For example, in H-24km-jul/S-
24km-jul, the SO4 deposition starts to rise approximately 9 months
after the injection, while in H-16km/S-16km, it only takes
1−3 months. This variable delay between sulphur injection and
GrIS deposition can introduce uncertainty when attempting to
precisely date unknown eruptions based on highly resolved ice-
core records, particularly for eruptions with no tropospheric
component of emissions.

DISCUSSION
We have investigated the evolution and radiative forcing of SO4

aerosols following Northern Hemisphere high-latitude volcanic

stratospheric injections of Pinatubo magnitude in a pre-industrial
atmosphere, using a high-top chemistry-climate model with
prognostic aerosols and full-atmosphere chemistry.
The first part of our analysis focused on the influence of the

highly variable Northern Hemisphere stratosphere on these
injections during winter. We have identified that the initial
condition of the polar vortex plays a crucial role in controlling
the lifetime of SO2 and the growth of aerosols, ultimately affecting
the SAOD. An unstable polar vortex is associated with enhanced
equatorward advection of SO2, resulting in accelerated SO2

oxidation due to increased exposure to OH, as well as reduced
aerosol growth due to decreased condensation and coagulation in
the diluted aerosol cloud. Conversely, a stable initial polar vortex is
associated with a confinement of SO2 to polar latitudes, where low
OH levels persist throughout the winter months, resulting in a
prolonged SO2 lifetime as well as higher aerosol growth rates.
These mechanisms lead to SO2 e-folding times ranging from 2.3 to
3.9 months within the ensemble, and a 2σ-variability of the
cumulative radiative forcing of 21%.
In addition, we have tested the aerosol evolution’s dependence

on eruption source parameters, including composition of volatiles,
injection season, and injection altitude. The impacts of varying
composition and season on SO2 lifetime and SAOD are compar-
able in magnitude to the variability caused by initial conditions,
underlining the important role of atmospheric variability in the
high-latitude stratosphere of the Northern Hemisphere. The co-
injection of sulphur and halogens, compared to sulphur-only
injection, results in an average reduction of 21% in cumulative
SAOD by inhibiting aerosol self-lofting through ozone depletion-
induced stratospheric cooling.

Fig. 4 Modelled Greenland ice sheet (GrIS) SO4 deposition and associated transfer functions. a Average modelled GrIS deposition across all
model experiments. The NEEM, NGRIP, and GISP2 ice core drilling sites are indicated, along with the domain used by Gao et al.45 to derive the
Greenland transfer function for NH extratropical eruptions employed in eVolv2k and HolVol v.1.0. b Transfer functions derived from the mean
deposition at the locations of the three ice cores (circles), over the Gao et al.45 domain (squares), and over the ice sheet (triangles) for each
model experiment. The ensemble means are displayed for H-24km and error bars represent one standard deviation. The transfer function
derived by Gao et al.45 used in reconstructions (eVolv2k and HolVol v.1.0) and the mean transfer function across all model experiments in this
study, derived from the mean deposition at the locations of the three ice cores, are indicated by the horizontal lines. The shaded areas
represent one standard deviation. c The mean SO4 deposition rate over the GrIS in the model experiments, using the ice sheet mask displayed
in (a). The individual ensemble members of the baseline experiment are shown in Supplementary Fig. 4.
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We have revisited the reconstruction of past volcanic forcing of
high-latitude eruptions from ice core records of SO4 deposition in
light of our modelled Greenland ice sheet deposition. In this
regard, we draw attention to challenges associated with the
assumptions underlying volcanic forcing reconstructions used in
simulations of the last two millennia in PMIP4 and the Holocene.
We emphasise the need for consistency in the averaging methods
used to derive the Greenland transfer function and calculate the
Greenland SO4 flux, given the non-uniform spatial deposition
pattern over the Greenland Ice Sheet, and demonstrate how
eruption source parameters change the temporal evolution of the
ice sheet SO4 deposition. Finally, using the modelled SO4

deposition from our simulations, we derive an estimate of the
Greenland transfer function used to interpret ice core deposition
from extratropical explosive eruptions in the Northern Hemi-
sphere. Our transfer function estimate is 23% smaller than that
used in current volcanic forcing reconstructions3,4 based on earlier
model simulations45. Importantly, our results offer a model-
derived estimate of the random error associated with the transfer
function, which accounts for both atmospheric variability and
unknown eruption source parameters. This uncertainty is quanti-
fied to 64% at the 2σ level, double the uncertainty assigned to the
Greenland transfer function in the eVolv2k and HolVol v.1.0
reconstructions. However, the considerable intermodel disagree-
ment concerning SO4 aerosol evolution and deposition calls for
further efforts to constrain the uncertainty.
The findings presented in this study contribute to advancing

our understanding of the complex dynamics associated with large
high-latitude volcanic eruptions. Specifically, the mechanisms
demonstrated here offer insights that can be instrumental in
improving predictions of such eruptions’ impacts in the future,
based on the atmospheric state during the early stages in
combination with the eruption source parameters.
Furthermore, the identified mechanism of the polar vortex’s

impact on aerosol dispersion and radiative forcing has implica-
tions beyond natural eruptions. It also sheds light on the potential
use of deliberate sulphur injections at high latitudes. Under-
standing the role of the initial polar vortex state in governing the
fate of volcanic emissions provides valuable insights into how
intentional sulphur injections might interact with atmospheric
dynamics in high-latitude regions. This knowledge can inform
future research and assessments related to climate intervention
strategies, specifically the use of stratospheric aerosol injection in
the Arctic.
It is important to consider our model results in the context of

the significant intermodel disagreement that exists in simulating
volcanic eruptions. The Model Intercomparison Project on the
climatic response to Volcanic forcing (VolMIP54) revealed a large
variation among models in the SAOD response to large tropical
eruptions. Specifically, a previous version of CESM2-WACCM6
exhibited the highest global mean SAOD among the participating
models, whereas the aerosol-climate model MAECHAM5-HAM
yielded the smallest SAOD22,55. Therefore, in lack of a complete
model intercomparison focusing on high-latitude explosive
eruptions, we turn to simulations with MAECHAM5-HAM as an
indicator of intermodel disagreement. Two 17 Tg SO2, 64°N, 24 km
altitude point-injection experiments were run with MAECHAM5-
HAM, varying the injection date between January 1 and July 1.
These simulations are analogous to our simulations S-24km and S-
24km-jul, with the exceptions that MAECHAM5-HAM was run in an
atmosphere-only configuration with modern day background
conditions (see Toohey et al.10 for details). Comparing the CESM2-
WACCM6 and MAECHAM5-HAM simulations (Supplementary Fig.
5) suggests that the model disagreement in the SAOD response to
high-latitude eruptions is at least as great as that for tropical
eruptions. The model disagreement depends on the season of
eruption, with small disagreement between the two models for a
January eruption, but substantial differences for a July eruption.

The latter is likely attributed to the absence of interactive OH
chemistry in MAECHAM5-HAM leading to the formation of very
large aerosols10. This seasonality highlights that the atmospheric
response to high-latitude eruptions involves processes that are
distinctively different from those associated with tropical erup-
tions. Closing the knowledge gap regarding high-latitude
explosive eruptions would therefore benefit greatly from a
systematic model intercomparison specifically focusing on high-
latitude eruptions, with a primary focus on the source-to-forcing
processes related to stratospheric chemistry and aerosol micro-
physics. Given the importance of aerosol formation and growth for
the modelled volcanic forcing, it is worth noting that model
parameterisations may have biases in these processes56,57.
Model disagreements also extend to volcanic SO4 deposition,

which has important implications for model-derived estimates of
transfer functions. Marshall et al.55 showed that the timing and
spatial distribution of volcanic SO4 deposition following large
tropical eruptions varied considerably among models. In this
model ensemble, a previous version of CESM2-WACCM6 simulated
one of the lowest magnitudes of GrIS volcanic SO4 deposition. It is
therefore possible that the estimate of LG presented in the current
work could be among the upper estimates of what the current
generation of aerosol-climate models can be expected to produce.
However, Marshall et al.53, using statistical emulation based on
simulations with the UM-UKCA model, inferred on average almost
50% higher SO2 emissions for the ten largest bi-polar ice core
deposition signals compared to the eVolv2k SO2 estimates. A
systematic model intercomparison including high-latitude erup-
tions would shed light on the processes that control volcanic SO4

deposition and enable a better quantification of the intermodel
spread in transfer function estimates.
Both the eVolv2k and HolVol v.1.0 datasets supply time series of

SAOD in addition to VSSI. The SAOD datasets are provided for
modelling groups that seek to avoid the computationally
expensive interactive simulation of aerosols. SAOD estimates are
generated using the Easy Volcanic Aerosol forcing generator
(EVA58), which takes the VSSI estimates as input. EVA is a simplified
model designed to achieve agreement with the observed
distribution and optical properties of aerosols following the
1991 Mt. Pinatubo eruption. However, discrepancies arise when
comparing the SAOD produced by EVA for a 17 Tg SO2 eruption in
January at 64°N to the simulations carried out using CESM2-
WACCM6 and MAECHAM5-HAM (Supplementary Fig. 5). If CESM2-
WACCM6 and MAECHAM5-HAM represent the upper and lower
bounds of modelled SAOD estimates, it suggests that EVA may
underestimate the magnitude of SAOD for high-latitude eruptions
when compared to aerosol-climate models (Supplementary Fig. 5).
Additionally, EVA does not replicate the timing and meridional
profile of SAOD produced in the aerosol-climate models. While
satellite observations indicate that EVA may overestimate SAOD
for small extratropical injections near the tropopause58, our results
suggest that, for high-altitude injections, EVA may underestimate
SAOD. Consequently, for high-latitude eruptions represented in
eVolv2k and HolVol v.1.0 with high plume heights, the potential
underestimation of SAOD by EVA could partly or completely
counterbalance a positive bias in the VSSI estimates resulting from
an inflated Greenland transfer function. Therefore, efforts to
improve the representation of high-latitude eruptions in paleocli-
mate simulations should also aim to improve the interpretation of
SAOD derived from VSSI for use in models without interactive
aerosol simulation59.
The number of eruption source parameters tested in our

sensitivity experiments in Section 2.2 is limited by computational
cost. Similarly, conducting ensemble runs with different initial
conditions for each eruption scenario to assess significance was
not feasible with the desired model configuration. Future
modelling studies of high-latitude eruptions can help address
remaining gaps in the eruption source parameter space. Recent
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attention has in particular been given to plume composition,
including variations in halogen injection efficiencies40,41, volcanic
ash60, water vapour61, and the radiative effects of volcanic gases
and ash18,62–64. These factors have been shown to significantly
influence the aerosol evolution after tropical eruptions. In
addition, further exploration of the influence of eruption month
on the evolution of volcanic volatiles and aerosols could provide
valuable insights into the climate effects of high-latitude
eruptions8,17 and is worth including in future model
intercomparisons54,65.
Continued efforts should also focus on how eruption source

parameters control sulphate ice sheet deposition. The magnitude
of SO2 injection, which was not included in our set of eruption
source parameters, could be particularly important in this regard,
as there are indications that dynamical responses can modify
deposition patterns in response to strong volcanic forcing52. To
obtain a reliable estimate of the random error of LG resulting from
unknown eruption source parameters, it is necessary to sample a
wide distribution of eruption source parameters that are
representative of real volcanic eruptions. Recent studies applying
statistical emulation53,66 have demonstrated the potential of
alternative approaches for evaluating how eruption source
parameters impact both radiative forcing and sulphate deposition.
The primary objective of this article has been to explore the

potential impact of the variability prevailing in the high-latitude
NH stratosphere on volcanic injections. However, it is important to
note that several modes of variability exist within the Earth system
that can significantly influence both the distribution of volcanic
material and the magnitude of the impacts. For an evaluation of
the control exerted by initial conditions on the impacts of both
high- and low-latitude volcanic eruptions, we point to a related
paper by Zhuo et al.67 with a detailed analysis of how various
initial conditions, beyond the ones considered in this article,
contribute to shaping volcanic forcing and response.
In summary, our results demonstrate that atmospheric varia-

bility and eruption source parameters can strongly modulate the
evolution of SO2 and aerosols, the radiative forcing, and SO4

deposition following high-latitude volcanic injections. This must
be taken into account in reconstructions of past volcanic forcing
as well as future scenarios involving stratospheric sulphur
injections, and highlights the considerable potential for improving
our understanding of high-latitude volcanic eruptions.

METHODS
Earth system model
We use the fully coupled Earth system model Community Earth
System Model version 2 (CESM2) with the high-top atmospheric
component Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model
version 6 (WACCM6), coupled interactively to CESM2’s ocean,
land, and sea-ice models. This fully coupled configuration allows
for the accurate representation of Earth system features such as El
Niño Southern Oscillation-related teleconnections, sea-ice distri-
bution, biogeochemical cycles, and land-ice surface mass
balances51.
WACCM6 uses 70 vertical levels spanning from the Earth’s

surface to 6 × 10−6 hPa (~140 km, the lower thermosphere), and is
run at the standard horizontal resolution of 0.9° latitude by 1.25°
longitude50.
Lower boundary conditions, including concentrations of green-

house gases and ozone depleting substances, anthropogenic
emissions of aerosols and precursor gases, and surface land
conditions are fixed at annually repeating 1850 conditions.
The background volcanic forcing in this configuration is

accounted for with constant emissions of SO2 and SO4. Explosive
volcanic eruptions are represented by three-dimensional SO2

emissions time-averaged over the historical period (1850−2014),

while continuously degassing volcanoes are represented by time-
averaged observation-based localised surface emissions of SO2

and SO4
50.

We employ the full-atmosphere chemistry configuration,
including reactions relevant for the troposphere, stratosphere,
mesosphere, and lower thermosphere. This includes the SOx, ClOx,
BrOx, Ox, HOx, and NOx chemical families, totalling 231 solution
species and 583 chemical reactions consisting of gas-phase,
photolytic, and heterogeneous reactions50,68. WACCM6 thus
explicitly accounts for the interactive modelling of ozone and
oxidants, including halogens (Br, Cl, F). Activation of halogens
results from heterogeneous reactions on aerosols, including
stratospheric sulphate, nitric acid trihydrate, and ice as described
in Gettelman et al.50, Kinnison et al.69, and Solomon et al.70. Polar
stratospheric clouds form interactively and cause denitrification
and dehydration in very cold regions. WACCM6 accurately
reproduces the observed climatology of ozone as well as its
evolution in the 20th and 21st centuries50. Photolysis rates are
based on a combination of inline parameterisations and a lookup
table approach as described in Kinnison et al.69. The radiatively
active gases comprise H2O, O2, CO2, O3, N2O, CH4, and CFCs/HFCs.
In WACCM6, the formation, growth, shrinkage, and deposition

of aerosols are simulated interactively in both the stratosphere
and troposphere. These processes are represented by the four-
mode Modal Aerosol Model (MAM471) which expresses the aerosol
size distribution using lognormal modes for Aitken, accumulation,
coarse, and primary carbon modes. MAM4 has been specifically
adapted to modelling stratospheric sulphate aerosols67, which
form through homogeneous nucleation of sulphuric acid and
water, and evolve through condensation, evaporation, and
coagulation. The model accounts for both the direct effects of
aerosols on radiation and the indirect effects, which involve
modifications to cloud properties through cloud microphysics. The
prognostic treatment of gas-phase volcanic emissions of SO2 into
sulphate accurately captures the observed evolution of strato-
spheric aerosols and their radiative impacts following the 1991
eruption of Mt. Pinatubo21 as well as more recent small-to-
moderate eruptions50.
WACCM6 effectively captures middle-atmosphere modes of

variability50. It accurately simulates NH stratospheric winter
variability, including occurrences of stratospheric sudden warm-
ings, and internally generates a quasi-biennial oscillation in the
tropics, demonstrating its capability to replicate important
dynamical features.

Experimental setup and simulations
We performed simulations of high-latitude explosive volcanic
eruptions using the CESM2-WACCM6 model. We defined a
baseline high-latitude explosive volcanic eruption scenario located
at the Katla volcanic system in Iceland (64°N, 19°W). In this
scenario, 17 Tg of SO2 is co-injected with 2.93 Tg of HCl and 9.5 Gg
of HBr on January 1, at 24 km altitude. The chosen SO2 mass and
injection altitude are based on observations of the tropical 1991
Mt. Pinatubo eruption72,73. Our baseline scenario is thus a high-
latitude analogue to Pinatubo in these aspects. High-latitude
eruptions of this magnitude appear to be rare in the past 2500
years3, but are associated with some of the strongest NH climate
anomalies10,11.
The selection of Iceland as the eruption location is motivated by

its status as the most active volcanic region in the high-latitude
Northern Hemisphere, with the Katla system in particular
exhibiting a high frequency of explosive eruptions74,75. Addition-
ally, simulating Icelandic eruptions can help inform the inter-
pretation of Greenland ice core SO4 deposition signals from
historical Icelandic eruptions, which due to Iceland’s proximity to
Greenland often stem from combined stratospheric and tropo-
spheric volcanic sulphur emissions.
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The co-injected halogens and their magnitudes are derived
from average Central American Volcanic Arc petrological esti-
mates of vent emissions31,32, assuming an injection efficiency of
10% as motivated in Brenna et al.40,41. The injection efficiency is an
estimation of the extent of scavenging of the highly soluble
halogen gases within the volcanic plume. It is thus worth noting
that a scavenging efficiency of 10% may be overly conservative
when applied to high-latitude eruptions due to the drier atmo-
spheric column in this region, as also indicated by in-situ
observatons38,39. The limited constraints on halogen emissions
from high-latitude volcanoes make the Central American Volcanic
Arc estimate a suitable option for our idealised eruption scenario.
The eruption date of January 1 is chosen since the NH high-

latitude stratosphere displays the strongest variability during
winter, which is characterised by variations in the strength and
location of the polar vortex. By initialising ensemble members
from January 1 of six different years in the control run, we can
sample an ensemble of the baseline eruption scenario with six
different polar vortex initial states (Table 1). These years are
selected based on the zonal mean zonal wind at 10 hPa, 60°N, a
commonly used metric for the state of the NH polar vortex76,77.
The January mean of this quantity ranges from−1ms−1 to
39ms−1 among the selected years (Supplementary Fig. 6),
reflecting the climatological distribution. In all members, the
injection location (64°N, 19°W) is situated close to the edge of the
polar vortex at the injection height (Supplementary Fig. 7). The
baseline scenario ensemble allows us to quantify the uncertainty
arising from atmospheric variability and identify potential relation-
ships between the polar vortex state and volcanic aerosol
evolution.
In addition to the baseline scenario ensemble, we performed a

set of sensitivity simulations with varying eruption source
parameters (Table 1). We test the sensitivity to the composition
of volcanic volatiles, motivated by the results of previous
modelling studies on sulphur and halogen co-injection in tropical
eruptions, as well as the varying concentrations of halogens in
high-latitude magmas and the uncertainty of the stratospheric
injection efficiency. Additionally, we test the sensitivity to injection
season and injection altitude, considering the strong seasonal and
vertical variations in circulation and chemistry of the high-latitude
stratosphere.
To carry out the simulations, we used the model configuration

described in Section 4.1 and ran a control simulation for 56 years,
disregarding the first 20 years as spin-up. The baseline experiment
ensemble and sensitivity experiments were initialised from
selected dates in the control simulation, and anomalies were
calculated as the differences from the control climatology. In all
experiments, the volcanic injection is represented as a single-grid
box, 1-hour emission starting at midday on either January or July
1. The different model realisations and their corresponding polar
vortex initial states and eruption source parameters are sum-
marised in Table 1.

DATA AVAILABILITY
The CESM2-WACCM6 data generated and analysed in this paper are archived and
available in the NIRD Research Data Archive (https://doi.org/10.11582/2023.00127).
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